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Abstract 

The paper considers that the necessity of establishing proficiency test of an indigenous 

language, namely Uji Kemahiran Berbahasa Sunda (UKBS) is indispensable. Guided by the 

fact that some languages have established their official proficiency test, UKBS has to devise a 

way to compose its competence map, general test material, and material selection. The present 

study mainly combines the respective model exemplified by Borg and Gall (1983) and 

Kirkpatrick (1998). The model covers initial stage, designing stage, trial (revisionary) stage, 

and practical implementation stage.The study only focuses on the initial stage and designing 

stage. UKBS has sections (girangan) and materials. UKBS encompasses five pinpoint topics, 

namely girangan I: ngaregepkeun (listening), girangan II: ngarespon kaidah tata basa Sunda 

(responding Sundanese grammar), girangan III: maca (reading),girangan IV: nulis (writing), 

andgirangan V: nyarita (speaking). It is a paradigm that UKBS is a proficiency test, not an 

achievement test. Therefore, the test refers to actual language use situation. The topics have a 

way of alluding to culture, social, education, profession, and scientific realm. Eventually, the 

validity test proves that all test items for each section are reliable. Nevertheless, the findings 

should be integrated to trial and practical implementation stage for the betterment of UKBS 

model.1 
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1. Introduction 

In learning process, evaluation has an important role in identifying students’ competence. 

Evaluation displays considerable empirical evidence of the process. By having the evidence, 

teacher and related parties can use it for the betterment of upcoming activity. In this sense, an 

evaluation needs to be accompanied by well-planned, well-arranged, and well-implemented 

instruments. One of which is test. Language teaching uses test as an evaluation tool to identify 

language proficiency. Some languages have established their official proficiency test, namely 

TOEFL, DALF, TOAFL, IMALAH, and B2GER. Despite of the fact, Sundanese, as an 

indigenous language with great number of speakers in Indonesia, has not established a reliable 

tool yet. Therefore, the necessity of establishing Sundanese proficiency test, namely Uji 

Kemahiran Berbahasa Sunda (UKBS) is indispensable.  

In relation to test, Ellis in [1] states that all tests are formal assessment but not all formal 

assessments are test. In general, evaluation can be defined as a collection of information about 

the qualitative or quantitative improvement of students’ learning outcomes. Nokelainen in [2], 

argue that assessment has objectives to (1) determine the level of students' knowledge and skills, 
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(2) capture the students’ improvement to be implemented in hereinafter teaching program, and 

(3) provide data to measure the final level of students’ outcome. Moreover, O'Mally and Pierce 

(1996, p.20) suggest that the quality of language learning evaluation is determined by clear 

objectives so as to make the assessor receives effective responses and sincerity from students. 

The selection and the use of proper evaluation approach are useful to discover language 

competence and performance. In this sense, (a) management of assessment tools (test and non-

test classroom information, class record, and test record), (b) presentation of results (in numbers) 

and truths (in percentages), and (c) utilization of test results are indispensable resources in the 

development of assessment instrument. 

In the test implementation, input needs to take into consideration. Input, in this context, is 

related to two aspects, namely format and nature of language. The format includes channels 

and presentation forms, presentation tools, presentation language, problems identification, and 

speed level. The input can be presented orally or visually in receptive mode, whereas answer 

can be either spoken or written in productive mode. It is a fact that Sundanese proficiency test 

is developed by disaggregated approach. This approach focuses on language theory and 

behaviouristic theory. It tends to assess linguistic competence in theoretical viewpoint. 

However, most of curricula say that proficiency test is intended to measure language 

competence and language performance in natural context of language use. 

The inability to manage Sundanese proficiency test also makes ineffective learning process. 

The situation produces low performance of Sundanese proficiency level. Therefore, this 

research is obliged to fill the gap of Sundanese proficiency test model. After doing so, the 

research hopes that the model of proficiency test can be followed by the development of 

Sundanese learning model. The next session will elaborate how Sundanese proficiency test is 

constructed. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Section 2 describes the proposed literature 

review. Section 3 describes the proposed method. Section 4 describes the findings. Finally, 

Section 5 concludes this work and following by pedagogical implication. 

 

2. Literature review 
 

2.1. Evaluation defined 

Making definition of a literary term is always a labyrinthine business. Evaluation is a 

systematic process of determining the extent to which educational objectives are achieved [3]. 

The definition covers two concepts; (a) systematic process is related to series activities that 

conform to rules and (b) evaluation is always connected to pre-determined teaching objectives. 

These objectives are used as guidelines to develop evaluation instruments. 

Menges in [4], produced a series of arguments regarding evaluation. Menges in [4] stated 

that evaluation is a systematic process of determining the level of achievement and/or 

objectives of learning materials received by students. Subsequently, Menges in [4] defined 

evaluation as a systematic process for collecting and interpreting information about learning 

achievement, then to determine students’ score. Furthermore, Stufflebeam and Shrinkfield in 

[5], strengthened that evaluation is a systematic assessment of the worth or merit of some 

objects. Stufflebeam in [5] further explained that evaluation is “an ongoing check on the 

implementation of a plan” (p. 174). It confirms that evaluation is a systemic process from initial 

to final activities. In addition, Lynch in [6] supported the previous statement by stating that 

evaluation is a systematic attempt to gather information in order to make judgements or 
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decisions. However, Troudi in [7] considered that the concept of evaluation is broader than the 

concept of judgement. 

Evaluation often follows measurement; taking the form of judgement about the quality of a 

performance [8].  This statement shows that the ultimate focus on evaluation is performance 

quality. However, ‘evaluation’ (as a term) makes confusion over its use in learning process [9]. 

In practice setting, ‘evaluation’ is synonymous with ‘measurement’ or ‘testing’. It refers to 

‘achievement test’, ‘achievement measurement’, or ‘achievement evaluation’. In different 

context, ‘evaluation’ is also defined as a research method, which is independent of 

measurement tools. 

A test can be defined as an instrument of judgement. On the other hand, a test can also be 

defined as a measurement technique. As stated by Ellis in [1], a test will be defined as a 

systematic procedure for measuring a sample of an individual’s behaviour. Based on the 

definition, a test has two important aspects, (1) systematic procedure and (2) measuring specific 

sample of behaviour. ‘Systematic procedure’ means that a test must be organized, processed 

(managed), and implemented based on certain rules. Moreover, ‘systematic’ reflects two 

meanings (a) systematic in its content; a test items must be organized and selected based on the 

area of behaviour that will be measured, so that the test meets its validity, (b) systematic in its 

implementation (administration); a test must be implemented (managed) based on certain rules, 

and (c) systematic in its data processing; it means that the data generated from a test are 

processed and interpreted based on certain rules. The term ‘measuring of an individual’s 

behaviour’ shows that a test only measures a specific sample of behaviour. A test cannot 

measure the entire population of behaviour, but is limited to the specific test item. 

A test, which has question that must be answered individually, is defined as achievement 

test. Hickey et al. in [10], in relation to achievement test, stated that the type of ability test that 

describes what a person has learned to do is called an achievement test. This approach is based 

on structuralism theory of language, which sees that language is a collection of discrete 

elements, and formed by a certain structure. In addition, this approach is also supported by 

psychometric viewpoint that allows each element or unit of language to be measured separately. 

The respective approach has three advantages. The advantages are (a) it is easy to be 

quantified because the evaluation is done on atomistic and discrete parts, (b) the test items (of 

this approach) can be much wider or more encompassing various levels and language skills, 

and (c) it meets cost-efficiency and intelligibility in administration. In addition, this approach 

also produces quantifiable data of broad topics of language (phonology, morphology, syntax, 

and vocabulary), which are measured. The ‘discrete’ approach that focuses on linguistic topics 

is efficient and has general reliability in test achievement. However, the two approaches (and 

formats) used have disadvantages in measuring process. 

 

2.2. Proficiency test 

Most of scholars would probably agree that measuring linguistic comprehension is necessary 

but not sufficient to display language proficiency. van Gelderen in [11] criticized the test that 

mainly focuses on linguistic aspects. Stern in [12] stated that grammatical comprehension is 

not related to communicative skill. Littelewood in [13] argued that the purpose of applying 

linguistic test is to apply linguistic analysis skill. For example, it is a comparison between the 

introduction of context-specific meaning of utterances and system-giving meaning of 

utterances. To talk about this analysis, the language transfer should be more reliable for skill’s 

measurement and development. The language transfer is important to establish communicative 
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achievement and production (and comprehension) of integrated lectures. Those aspects are 

more important than linguistic topics. 

O’Donoghue in [14], explained that measuring language proficiency should be directed to 

the use of language. The statement reflects a general concept that language proficiency is an 

amalgam of knowledge and ability to perform language structures. A test, therefore, should 

consider context in language use rather than knowledge of language elements. It is also 

important to highlight the shortcomings of psychometric-structuralism approach. The 

shortcomings are related to the facts that (a) separate testing (of discrete elements) does not pay 

much attention to interaction between all language elements in wider and more complex 

communication context, (b) the test makes an ineffective assessment as the main part of 

language disappears, (c) it would be unwise to predicate that grammatical competence reflects 

communication skill, and (d) the approach is artificial, sterile, and irrelevant as language 

performance is assessed in unreal context of situation. Melitz in [15], emphasized that 

integrative test is better than single or combination test in presenting all language skills. Cloze 

and dictation become highly integrative because they fill all language skills. The focus is on 

high correlation between cloze and another dimension. Each individual has different skill. 

However, it does not mean that there will be no individual achievement in all skills. 

O’Donoghue in [14], provided a fact that cloze or dictation does not offer an opportunity, 

for students and examiners, to produce language rules spontaneously. The test procedure does 

not offer possibility of written or spoken production as it is usually held for a very important 

communicative situation. Although integrative measures appear to relate similar measurement 

of general language proficiency, there is a general statement on the cloze associated with a 

written production test. The associated test is trustworthy and states that the probability of this 

area of expertise cannot be adequately predicted by an overall skills test. 

 

2.3. Communicative language skill 

Lynch in [16] argued that, before having a test, providing task and particular training for 

students is important. Analysing students’ answers, in a test, cannot directly provide relevant 

information about students’ difficulties in an original task. Therefore, an indirect test is reliable 

and provides legitimate measurement. By doing indirect test, the evidence of achievement 

levels can be shown but cannot diagnose specific areas of difficulty in relation to the original 

task. The approach is based on communicative competence. The competence should reflect in 

daily life communication. Therefore, language skills test, in this approach, measures capacity 

McCormick in [17], communicative language proficiency, evaluating samples of performance, 

in certain specific contexts of use, created under particular test constraints [8]. 

Jcgm in [8], explained that communicative language skills cover language competence and 

capacity to use the competence in language use. The essence of communicative language skills 

test is a single process to evade juxtaposing different language competence and capacity 

McCormick in [17] or communicative language capacity [8]. All juxtaposing actions cannot 

represent actual capacity in using language. On the contrary, capacity is related to evaluation 

of understanding in language use through its embodiment. Achievement can only be directly 

observed; therefore, evaluation is important to do. O’Donoghue in [14] stated that there should 

be a distinction between communicative competence and communicative achievement as 

distinctive feature is a fact that achievement is the embodiment. This confirms what Celce-

Murcia in [18] stated about the three capacities and their interaction. 

Communicative language concerns language format, how to use language in proper context, 

and students’ understanding level in performing language [14], [18]. In different way, 
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Machado-da-Silva in [19] stated that competence of communication with pleasure influences 

sociolinguistic determination. Hudson in [20], strengthened that the primary need of students 

is not analytical and theoretical competence of target language, but the ability to understand 

and be understood in a certain context of language use. Fetterman in [19], in another attempt, 

argued that all tests can be used to see the degree of communicative or non-communicative 

language use and its basic use. Furthermore, tests also need to consider a subject as meaning-

dependent and describe the preceding test to the involvement of a context in making (or not 

making) response. To take part in a communicative event, students are directed to produce and 

understand a lecture in a certain context-situation, and then students make a link to the acquired 

attainment. The purpose of this test is to assess students’ capacity in taking part in 

communicative event. 

In defining test questions description, the writing style of related question in target language 

should be similar to language activity in similar situation. Moreover, examiners are allowed to 

make measurement planning of their performance assessment that cannot be separated from 

their own task. The strength of test questions form is useful by considering test size (text length, 

receptive or productive involvement), the grammar complexity and the scope of required 

cohesion tools, functional coverage (the level of illusionary variation), and instruction coverage 

(the relation between knowledge and required activity). 

In different sense, speaking test (in proficiency test) is not only about oral test but also 

performance test (non-verbal test). This means that evaluationis not only derived from the act 

of speaking but also the process of conversation production. Therefore, speaking test techniques 

are aided by observation techniques; examiners observe (not only listen) how students speak. 

This applies to direct oral performance testing. To reveal the ability to speak Sundanese, images 

can be a decent stimulus of speaking. The use of that stimulus is relevant to the speaking 

assessment of elementary school students. However, the image stimulus can also be applicable 

for higher-level students by conforming image complexity and students’ capacity. According 

to Tomblin in [21], decent images should make students eager to speak or perform their idea in 

proper language. The tasks assigned to the students can be in the form of giving questions and 

telling stories. 

Based on scientific point of view, this research is an applied research, which focuses on 

applying language appraisal (speaking and writing) in language teaching and learning. This 

research uses various theories on Sundanese speaking and writing test and its relation to draw 

a firm conclusion. As an instrument for measuring language skills, language judgments must 

not only meet certain criteria, but also should be based on a particular theoretical framework. 

Theoretically, language can be seen as a system and an action. Structuralism sees language as 

a system of arbitrary symbols used for human communication. Therefore, scholars believe that 

language is structured by some small parts; therefore, each part can be acquired separately. 

Sundanese speaking and writing test employs an integrative approach. Speaking test can be 

formulated in some types.  The examples are (a) verbal essay (students are instructed to speak 

for three minutes in a general topic (or more), (b) oral presentation (students is expected to 

speak briefly on a prepared topic), (c) free interview (students make conversation in 

unstructured model and unsettled procedures, (d) controlled interview, and (e) role play 

(students play one role in an interaction setting that may happen in real situation). 

 

3. Proposed method  

The research method used in this research is a development model by using research and 

development research type. This aims to produce a product in the form of Sundanese 
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proficiency testmodel on students of UPI. Educational research and development is a type of 

research that is widely used to solve practical problems in education. As stated by Borg and 

Bennett in [22], research and education development are a process used to develop and validate 

educational products. 

In this study, inductive and deductive procedures are used to reveal the meaning of obtained 

data. This confrims Troudi in [7] who states that two procedures open to researches are 

inductivism and deductivism. Therefore, the procedures of developing Sundanese learning 

model are as follows. 

a. Research and information collection (including literature review, classroom observation, 

and report preparation). 

b. Planning (including defining skills, declaring objectives that determine the order of the 

series, and the opportunity of small-scale trials). 

c. Developing a preliminary pattern of the product (including learner material, manuals, 

and evaluation tools). 

Based on the ten development procedures proposed by Bennett [22], The procedures can be 

combined with the McFarlane in [23] model and, finally, can produce the UKBS model. The 

procedures proposed by Bennett in [22] are relatively identical to Kirkpatrick model [23]. 

Therefore, this studysimplifies these steps into the development procedure of UKBS model. 

The procedures are: (1) the initial stage; (2) the design stage; (3) trial and revision stage; and 

(4) implementation stage. However, in this study, there are only two stages taken into account, 

namely (1) the initial stage and (2) the design stage. 

 

4. Findings  

The results of this study include (1) the Sundanese competence map: ngaregepkeun 

(listening), responding to the Sundanese grammar, maca (reading), nulis (writing) and nyarita 

(speaking) in the UKBS; (2) materials of UKBS; and (3) UKBS guidelines. Competence map 

ofngaregepkeun (listening) aims to mark the proficiency of obtaining information orally, both 

in the form of dialogue and monologue. The proficiency of ngaregepkeun (listening) is a skill 

that aims to measurelistening skill of participants. Participants are exposed to dialogue or 

monologue. In the proficiency map of ngaregepkeun, there are four dialogue texts and four 

monologues. In accordance to the label,the materialsare delivered orally and accepted by 

students through the means of hearing. The immediate problem is what media to use, should 

the teacher use the recording media or directly deliver it orally during the test. 

The ability of listening can be interpreted as the ability to capture and understand other 

languages. Therefore, the appropriate linguistic material is certainly a discourse, since a 

discourse must contain real information. For tests of listening competence, the selection of test 

subjects is more emphasized on the state of discourse, both in terms of difficulty level, content, 

and types of discourse. The level of discourse’sdifficulty is mainly observed from the 

vocabulary and the structure used. If the vocabulary used is difficult, ambiguous, and abstract, 

rarely used, and complex-structure, the discourse will be in high-level discourse. A reliable 

discourse to be used in  listening skill test is rather a mid-level of discourse. 

The content and scope of discourse also affect the level of discourse difficulty.If the content 

of the discourse is notrelevant to participants’ interest and need, or not relevant towhat 

participants learn, it will increase the level of respective discourse difficulty. The discourse 

should have neutral information, so it is possible to have common sense of the problem. Instead, 

it is not relevant to use a discourse that contains a certain group's view or belief because it will 

lead to dissent view. 
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The competence map of ngaregeokeun skill can be seen in the following [Table 1]. 

Table 1. The competence map of ngaregeokeun skill 

N

O. 

TYPES OF 

DISCOURSE 
THEME TITLE 

1 Monologue  

Culture Adat Istiadat dina Ngalamar 

Sport Piala Dunya Mugi Janten Conto 

Social Hukuman 

Religion Dyukur Ni’mat 

2 Dialogue 

Culture Latihan Kabaret 

Sport Badminton 

Social Aki-Aki Hade Budi 

Religion Indung jeung Anak 

 

The competence map of responding Sundanese grammar is the participant's skill in 

understanding the error of Sundanese structure. In each item, there are two parts in bold and 

underlined form. Participants are asked to respond to the two sections. The wrong part is 

replaced by an answer which is provided in below part, then, the correct part is ignored. The 

most important competencearegrammatical structures and Sundanese vocabulary. The 

grammar includes morphological and syntactic issues, either separately or integratively. The 

material of grammatical competence should be the representative of the explained material or 

reflect the purpose of the test. 

Table 2. The competence map of responding Sundanese grammar 

NO SUNDANESE GRAMMAR LANGUAGE ERROR 

1 Morphology 

The use of word type 

The use of kecap rundayan 

The use of kecap rajekan 

The use of kecap kantetan 

2 Syntax 

The use of frasa  

The use of klausa  

The use of wangun kalimah 

The use of jenis kalimah 

The use of kalimah efektif 

3 Vocabulary (Kandaga Kecap) 

The use of kecap umum 

The use of kecap husus 

The use of istilah 

The use of idiom 

 

Based on the [Table 2] above. The competence of maca (reading) is related toreading 

comprehension. The competence  map of maca (reading) sees this reading ability from the way 

students process a discourse in three main abilities: (a) the ability to seek and find information 

(retrieving information); (2) the ability to develop meaning derived from the information, find 

and make inferences by using one or more information, and (3) the ability to reflect and evaluate 

the content of the discourse in relation to daily experience, prior knowledge, and the 

development of ideas from the obtained information. 

The context of reading is related to the purpose of the discourse preparation. The contexts 

includecover: (1) reading for personal interest, (2) reading for public purposes, (3) reading for 

work purposes, (4) reading for academic purposes 

The competence map of maca skill can be seen in the following [Table 3]. 
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Tabel 3. The competence map of maca skill 

NO. THEME TITLE 

1 

Culture Ngabuburit 

Sport Penca Silat 

Social Midangdam Jurnalisme Ngatik Ngadidik 

Religion Kakuatan jeung Kamampuh Diri 

Technology Nyieun Batre tina Apel 

 

The competence of nulis (writing) is a test phase to examine Sundanese speakers' skills in 

delivering written ideas by using guided techniques. In each test item, there are sentences of 

plot and pictures, diagrams, or tables that support the information of the discourse. The test 

participantsare asked to describe and develop the sentence in writing productfor, at least, 200 

words. 

The competence of nyarita (speaking) is a test phase to examine Sundanese speakers’ skill 

in conveying ideas orally by using guided techniques. In each test item, there are sentences of 

scribble and pictures, schematics, or charts that support the information of the discourse. The 

test participants are asked to describe and develop the in oral product within 10 minutes. The 

Sundanese Proficiency Test (UKBS) is a proficiency test, not an achievement test. Language 

proficiency test refers to Sundanese language usage criteria (actual language usage situation). 

The criteria refer to general life skills, i.e. cultural, social, technological, educational, and 

special skills areas, namely the domain of professionalism and the scientific realm. 

Similar to TOEFL, UKBS also consists of several different sessions and materials. UKBS is 

divided into four stages or sessions (girangan): Girangan I: ngaregepkeun, Girangan II: 

Ngarespons kaidah gramatikan basa Sunda, Girangan III: maca, Girangan IV: nulis, and 

Girangan V: nyarita.  

For more details, the standard of Sundanese competence material can be seen in the 

following [Table 4]. 

Table 4. The material of UKBS 

SesiSession 

(Girangan) 
Sundanese Competence Material Time 

I Ngaregepkeun (Listening) 
Listening to 5 discourse of 

monologues and dialogues 
30 minutes 

II 
Responding Sundanse 

Grammar 

Findings language errors of written 

text 
20 minutes 

III Maca (reading) Reading 5 written texts 45 minutes 

IV Nulis (writing) 

Asking for presenting 

picture/diagram/table in written 

form within 200 words 

30 minutes 

V Nyarita (speaking) 

Asking for presenting 

picture/diagram/table in written 

form within 200 words 

15 minutes 

 

Based on the results of competence mapping, the selection of UKBS material can be seen in 

the following [Table 5]. 
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Table 5. The selection of UKBS material 

SesiSession 

(Girangan) 
Item Time Material 

Girangan I: 

Garegpekeun 
40 items 30 minutes 

Spoken discourse in the form of 4 dialogues 

and 4 monologues in which 4 topics 

Girangan II: 

Responding 

Sundanese grammar 

40 items 30 minutes 

Written test items in which participants 

select alternative choices from inaccurate 

part 

Girangan III: 

Maca (reading) 
40 items 45 minutes 

Written discourse in the form of 5 texts 

within 5 topics (each text has 8 test items) 

Girangan IV: 

Nulis (writing) 
1 test item 30 minutes 

Written test items that ask participants to 

present picture/graph/table in the form of 

written discourse within 200 words 

Girangan V: 

Nyarita (speaking) 
1 test item 15 minutes 

Written test items that ask participants to 

present picture/graph/table in the form of 

spoken discourse within 5 minutes talk 

 

5. Conclusion and pedagogical implication 

Evidently, the necessity of establishing Sundanese proficiency test, namely Uji Kemahiran 

Berbahasa Sunda (UKBS) is indispensable. Guided by the fact that some languages have 

established their official proficiency test, this study has compose competence map, general test 

material, and material selection for UKBS.The competency map of the UKBS includes five 

points, namely (1) competence oflistening, (2) competence of respondingSundanese grammar, 

(3) competence of reading, (4) competence of writing, and (5) competence of speaking. 

Moreover, UKBS is a proficiency test, not an achievement test. Language proficiency test 

refers to Sundanese language usage criteria (actual language usage situation) faced by 

participants. These include general life skills, i.e. cultural, social, technological, educational, 

and special skills areas, namely the domain of professionalism and the scientific realm. As 

similar to TOEFL, UKBS also consists of several different sessions and materials. UKBS 

material is divided into four stages or sessions (girangan): Girangan I: ngaregepkeun, Girangan 

II: Ngarespons kaidah tata basa Sunda, Girangan III: maca, Girangan IV: writing, and Girangan 

V: nyarita. 

Statistically, the feasibility of UKBS is Listening test item of UKBS meet fair-validity. That 

is r count (0.8)> r table (0.207) in the free degree of p <0,5. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

the UKBS listening test item is reliable. In relation to responding Sundanese grammar, the test 

item of UKBS meet fair-validity. That is r count (0.6)> r table (0.294) in the free degree of p 

<0,5. Therefore, it can be concluded that the UKBS responding Sundanese grammar test item 

is reliable. The reading test item of UKBS meet fair-validity. That is r count (0.8)> r table 

(0.207) in the free degree of p <0,5. Therefore, it can be concluded that the UKBS reading test 

item is reliable. The writing test item of UKBS meet fair-validity. That is r count (0.8)> r table 

(0.294) in the free degree of p <0,5. Therefore, it can be concluded that the UKBS writing test 

item is reliable. The UKBS nyarita (speaking) test item meet fair validity. It can be seen that 

factor load value is (λ)> 0.3, P-value is 0.965, and Chie-Squeare is 0.029 in df 1.03. These 

results illustrate that there is a firm relation between the instruments of speaking test and 

speaking proficiency. 
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